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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/17/2024

Description 2024 Highland Ridge RV Open Range 376FBH, Highland Ridge Open Range fifth
wheel 376FBH highlights: Unique Front Room Bath and a Half Mega Lounge Five
Slides Kitchen Island Exterior Storage Searching for a fifth wheel that allows you
to utilize every room to its fullest? You're going to love this front living area that
includes two tri-fold sofas, a 40" TV, a refrigerator, plus a half bath for guests!
The main living and kitchen area is spacious with dual opposing slides, and
includes a kitchen island, a residential convection microwave and a large free-
standing oven and a three burner range. You can even watch the 50" Smart HDTV
with a fireplace below while sitting at the mega lounge with two tables. This
seating can provide sleeping space as well. And the rear bedroom offers a walk-
around queen bed, a mirrored wardrobe slide out, plus a full bathroom just steps
away! With any Highland Ridge Open Range fifth wheel, the 100" wide body frame
and the ACCU-SLIDE slide system with 42" deep 4-corner compression offer more
interior space. Inside, you will enjoy residential vinyl flooring, a hardwood ceiling
soffit, slide out fascia, plus raised panel hardwood cabinet doors. There are even
two air conditioners with quiet residential return air for maximum comfort. The
exterior equipment includes Equa-Flex axle suspension, LevelLoc automatic
leveling with JT's Strong Arms, and self-adjusting electric brakes giving you a
smooth ride. You will also enjoy the Four Season package that will allow you to
camp all year long, and the VoiceLINK voice command system that controls
lighting, heating and cooling, and more!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 300886
VIN Number: 35375-300886
Condition: New
Length: 42
GVW: 15000
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 5
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